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FINAL-STATE RADIATION AND THE POSSIBILITYTO TEST A PION�PHOTON INTERACTIONMODEL NEAR THE TWO-PION THRESHOLDG. Panheri a*, O. Shekhovtsova a;b**, G. Venanzoni a***aINFN Laboratori Nazionale di Frasati00044, Frasati (RM), ItalybNSC �Kharkov Institute for Physis and Tehnology�, Institute for Theoretial Physis61108, Kharkov, UkraineReeived June 26, 2007Final-state radiation in the proess e+e� ! �+�� is onsidered for the uts used in the analysis of KLOEdata at large angles. By means of the Monte Carlo event generator FEVA, e�ets of non-point-like behavior ofpions are estimated in the framework of the resonane perturbation theory. An additional ompliation relatedto the �-meson intermediate state is taken into aount and the orresponding ontributions (the diret deay� ! �+�� and the double resonane deay � ! ���� ! �+��) are added to FEVA. A method to teste�ets of non-point-like behavior of pions in a model-independent way is proposed.PACS: 13.25.Jx, 12.39.Fe, 13.40.Gp1. INTRODUCTIONThe ongoing experiments on preise measurementsof the ross setion of e+e� annihilation into hadronsaim at the preision at the 0.5�1.0% level [1�3℄. Suhan auray is ruial for various tests of the StandardModel [4℄, e. g., by omparing the experimentally mea-sured value of the muon anomalous magneti momenta� [5℄ with the theoretial predition. The aurayof the theoretial alulation of a� is urrently limitedby the hadroni ontribution a(had)� . This ontributionannot be reliably alulated in the framework of per-turbative QCD beause the low-energy region domi-nates. Fortunately, the leading-order part a(had;LO)� ofthis ontribution an be estimated from the dispersionrelation using the experimental ross setions of e+e�annihilation as an input [4℄,*E-mail: Giulia.Panheri�lnf.infn.it**E-mail: shekhovtsova�kipt.kharkov.ua***E-mail: Graziano.Venanzoni�lnf.infn.it

a(had;LO)� = ��m�3� �2 1Z4m2� R(q2)K(q2)q4 dq2;R(q2) = �h(q2)��(q2) ; (1)where �h(q2) is the total hadroni ross setion,��(q2) is the total ross setion of the proesse+e� !  ! �+��, and K(q2) is a smooth funtionthat inreases from 0:63 at the threshold (s = 4m2�)to 1 as q2 ! 1. The quantity q2 is the totalfour-momentum squared of the �nal hadrons.This behavior of the integrand results in that thelargest ontribution (about 70%) to the leading-orderhadroni part of the muon anomalous magneti mo-ment a(had;LO)� omes from the energy region below orabout 1 GeV. Due to the presene of the �-meson, themain ontribution is related to the �+�� �nal state.Experimentally, the energy region from the thresh-old to the ollider beam energy is explored at the �-fa-tory DA�NE (Frasati, s = 4E2 = m2�) [6, 7℄ and theB-fatories PEP-2 (SLAC, s = m2�(4S)) and KEKB(KEK, s = m2�(4S)) [8, 9℄ using the method of radia-tive return [10�12℄. This method relies on the fator-ization of the radiative ross setion into the produt544



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008 Final-state radiation and the possibility : : :of the hadroni ross setion and a radiation funtionH(q2; �max; �min) known from QED [12�14℄. The largeluminosity of the � and B-fatories allows ompensat-ing the additional fator �=2� aused by the hard pho-ton emission. For a two-pion �nal state onsidered here,this means that the radiative ross setion ��� orre-sponding to the proesse+(p1) + e�(p2)! �+(p+) + ��(p�) + (k); (2)an be written asq2 d���dq2 = ���(q2)H(q2; �max; �min);q = p+ + p�; (3)where the hadroni ross setion ��� is taken at aredued entre-of-mass energy. This fatorization isvalid only for photon radiation from the initial lep-tons (initial-state radiation, ISR). This is not possiblefor �nal-state (FS) radiation (FSR), whih is an irre-duible bakground in radiative return measurementsof the hadroni ross setion [2, 15℄1). Indeed, theFSR ross setion alulation has an additional om-pliation ompared to the ISR ase. In priniple, ra-diative orretions aused by ISR, i. e., the funtionH(q2; �max; �min), an be alulated in QED, althoughthe auray is tehnially limited. But the situationis di�erent for the FSR ross setion beause its eval-uation relies on models desribing the pion�photon in-teration. Usually, the ombined sQED�VMD (salarQED�Vetor meson dominane) model is assumed asa model for alulating the FS bremsstrahlung pro-ess [12, 17℄. In this ase, the pions are treated as point-like partiles (the sQED model) and the total FSR am-plitude is multiplied by the pion formfator estimatedin the VMD model. Unfortunately, the sQED�VMDmodel is an approximation that is valid for relativelysoft photons and an fail for high-energy photons, i. e.,near the �+�� threshold. In this energy region, theontributions to FSR beyond the sQED�VMD modelbeome important. As shown in Ref. [18℄, the res-onane perturbation theory (RPT) is an appropriatemodel to desribe photon�meson interations in the en-ergy region about 1 GeV, and we use this model to es-timate the bremmstrahlung FS ontributions beyondsQED.1) In fat, the proess of FSR annot be exluded from the anal-ysis. It an be suppressed by hoosing the small-angle kinematis(� < �max � 1), but inreases to 40% of the ISR for large an-gles and should then be estimated very arefully. (For some ad-vantages of the large-angle analysis ompared to the small-angleone, see [16℄.)

At the �-fatory DA�NE, there is an additionalompliation related to the possible intermediate �-meson state; the orresponding ontributions should beinluded in the Monte Carlo event generator.In this paper, we present the results obtained bythe Monte Carlo event generator FEVA that simulatesproess (2) for the DA�NE aelerator setup. Ouromputer ode FEVA was inspired by MC EVA [12℄.The previous version of FEVA was desribed in [19℄,where the bremsstrahlung proess (in the framework ofboth RPT and sQED) and the � diret deay (only thef0 parameterization) were onsidered. In addition, theurrent version of FEVA inludes the double resonaneontribution and a more sophistiated parameteriza-tion for the � diret deay.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, we givea general desription of the FSR proess and presentthe FSR models that are already inluded in our pro-gram FEVA. In Se. 3, numerial results for the KLOElarge-angle analysis are presented. Beause most of thee�ets arising in the FSR are model-dependent, we on-lude this paper by suggesting a way to test possiblee�ets beyond sQED, in a model-independent way (seeSe. 4). A onlusion is given in Se. 5.2. FINAL-STATE RADIATION MODELSThe ross setion of the FSR proess an be writtenasd�F = 12s(2�)5 Z Æ4(Q� p+ � p� � k)�� d3p+d3p�d3k8E+E�! jM (FSR)j2; (4)where Q = p1 + p2, s = Q2, andM (FSR) = esM�� �u(�p1)�u(p2)�?� (5)and where the FS tensor M�� desribes the transition�(Q)! �+(p+)��(p�)(k):It is onvenient to parameterize the FS tensor in termsof three gauge invariant tensors (see [20℄ and refer-enes [21; 22℄ therein):M��(Q; k; l) � �ie2M��F (Q; k; l) == �ie2(���1 f1 + ���2 f2 + ���3 f3); (6)���1 = k�Q� � g��kQ; l = p+ � p�;���2 = kl(l�Q� � g��kl) + l�(k�kl � l�kQ);5 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 545



G. Panheri, O. Shekhovtsova, G. Venanzoni ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008���3 = Q2(g��kl� k�l�) +Q�(l�kQ�Q�kl):We emphasize that this expansion is totally model-independent. The model dependene is related onlyto the expliit form of the salar funtions fi (we allthem struture funtions).Here is the list of the FSR proesses inluded inFEVA MC:e++e� ! �++��+; bremsstrahlung proess, (7)e+ + e� ! �! (f0; f0 + �) ! �+ + �� + ;� diret deay, (8)e+ + e� ! �! ���� ! �+ + �� + ;VMD ontribution, (9)e+ + e� ! ���� ! �+ + �� + : (10)In the next setions, we present the models desribingthese proesses. The presene of (8) and (9) is due tothe energy at whih KLOE is running (s = m2�).2.1. Bremsstrahlung proessAs mentioned in the Introdution, the sQED�VMDmodel is an approximation for desribing soft photonradiation by pions. To estimate the ontributions be-yond the sQED�VMD model, we use the RPT. Themodel is based on the hiral perturbation theory (�PT)with the expliit inlusion of the vetor and axial-vetor mesons �0(770) and a1(1260). Whereas the �PTgives orret preditions for the pion formfator at verylow energy, the RPT is an appropriate framework todesribe the pion formfator at intermediate energies(E � m�) [18℄2) and satis�es the QCD high-energy be-havior.Using the result in Ref. [20℄, we write the ontri-bution to the funtions fi (see Eq. (6)) aused by thebremsstrahlung FS proess asfi = fsQEDi +�fRPTi ; (11)fsQED1 = 2kQF�(Q2)(kQ)2 � (kl)2 ;fsQED2 = �2F�(Q2)(kQ)2 � (kl)2 ; (12)2) It was shown in [20℄ that the oupling onstants of the e�e-tive hiral Lagrangian at the order p4 are essentially saturatedby the meson resonane exhange.

fsQED3 = 0; (13)where�fRPT1 = F 2V � 2FVGVf2� ��� 1m2� + 1m2� � s� im���(s)�� F 2Af2�m2a �� �2 + (kl)2D(l)D(�l) ++ (s+ kQ)[4m2a � (s+ l2 + 2kQ)℄8D(l)D(�l) �; (14)�fRPT2 = � F 2Af2�m2a 4m2a � (s+ l2 + 2kQ)8D(l)D(�l) ;l = p+ � p�; (15)�fRPT3 = F 2Af2�m2a kl2D(l)D(�l) ;D(l) = m2a � s+ l2 + 2kQ+ 4kl4 : (16)For the notation and the details of the alulation, werefer the reader to [20℄. FV , GV , and FA are param-eters of the model. Aording to the RPT model, thepion formfator that inludes the ��! mixing an bewritten asF�(q2) = 1+FVGVf2� B�(q2) 1���!3q2 B!(q2)!; (17)where Br(q2) = q2m2r � q2 � imr�r(q2) ; (18)q2 is the virtuality of the photon, f� = 92:4 MeV,and the parameter ��! desribes the ��! mixing. Anenergy-dependent width is onsidered for the � meson:��(q2) = ��sm2�q2  q2�4m2�m2��4m2�!3=2�(q2�4m2�); (19)and a onstant width is used for the ! meson,�! = 8:68 MeV and m! = 782:7 MeV. We assumethat the parameter ��! that determines the ��! mix-ing is a onstant related to the branhing frationBr(! ! �+��) asBr(! ! �+��) = j��! j2���!m2� : (20)546



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008 Final-state radiation and the possibility : : :The values of FV and GV as well as the mass of the �meson (m�) and the ��! mixing parameter ��! wereestimated by the �t of Novosibirsk CMD-2 data for thepion formfator [1℄:m� = 774:9� 1:4 MeV; ��! = �2774� 291 MeV2;�� = 145:2� 2:6 MeV; FV = 154:2� 0:5 MeV:Then GV = 64:6 � 0:3 MeV and Br(! ! �+��) == (0:96� 0:19)%.For the a1 meson, we take ma = 1:23 GeV andFA = 0:122 GeV, whih orresponds to the meanvalue of the experimental deay width �(a1 ! �) == 640� 246 keV [23℄.We note that the ontribution of any model desrib-ing the bremsstrahlung FS proess an be onvenientlyrewritten as in Eq. (11), and the results should oinidewith the sQED�VMD model predition in the soft-pho-ton limit. 2.2. � diret deayFor the DA�NE energy (s = m2�), there are ontri-butions to the �nal state �+�� related to the inter-mediate � meson state. In this setion, we onsider thediret rare deay �! �+��.The � diret deay is assumed to proeed throughthe intermediate salar meson state (either f0 or f0+�):� ! (f0; f0 + �) ! �+��, and its mehanism isdesribed by a single formfator f�(Q2). As shownin [21; 24℄, this proess a�ets the formfator f1 inEq. (6): fsal1 = g�f�(Q2)s�m2� + im��� : (21)First, we onsider the ase of the f0 interme-diate state. To estimate this ontribution, we usethe Ahasov four-quark model desribed in [22℄: the� ! f0 deay amplitude is generated dynamiallythrough the loop of harged kaons. The formfator f�is given byfK+K�� (Q2) = g�K+K�2�2m2K �� gf0�+��gf0K+K�eiÆB(Q2)m2f0 �Q2 +Re�f0(m2f0 )��f0 (Q2) �� I  m2�m2K ; Q2m2K! ; (22)where I(:; :) is a funtion known in analyti form [24; 25℄and ÆB(Q2) = bpQ2 � 4m2�, with b = 75Æ/GeV. The

term Re�f0(m2f0)��f0(Q2) takes the �nite-width or-retions to the f0 propagator into aount [22℄. A �tto the KLOE data � ! �0�0 3) gives the followingvalues of the parameters [26℄:mf0 = 0:962 GeV; g2f0K+K�4� = 1:29 GeV2;g2f0K+K�g2f0�+�� = 3:22: (23)In a re�ned version of this model, whih inludes the� meson in the intermediate state [27℄, the formfatorf� an be written asfK+K�� (Q2) = g�K+K�2�2m2K ei(Æ��(Q2)+ÆKK(Q2)) �� I  m2�m2K ; Q2m2K!XR;R0 gRK+K�G�1RR0gR0�+�� ;where GRR0 is the matrix of inverse propagators [27℄.Suh an extension of the model improves the desrip-tion of the data at low Q2 (see Fig. 1a) and gives thefollowing values of the model parameters [28℄:mf0 = 0:977 GeV; g2f0K+K�4� = 1:12 GeV2;g2f0K+K�g2f0�+�� = 6:9; (24)
m� = 0:462 GeV; g2�K+K�4� = 0:024 GeV2;g2�K+K�g2��+�� = 0:052: (25)

2.3. VMD ontributionAnother ontribution produing the intermediate �meson state is the double resonane ontribution in (9).In this ase, the o�-shell � meson deays to �� and ��,whih is followed by �! �. The expliit value of thefuntions fVMDi for this deay an be found in Ref. [21℄.To maintain orrespondene with the KLOE analysisin [28℄, we also added the additional phase between3)�(f0 ! �+��) = 23�(f0 ! ��).547 5*
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Fig. 1. a) The dependene of the branhing ratio of the � diret deay on the intermediate salar states. b) Contributionto the FSR ross setion d�F=dQ2 in the region 0 � � � 180Æ, 0 � �� � 180Æ at s = m2�. RPT is represented by irles,sQED by rosses, � by triangles, and the di�erene between RPT and sQED is indiated by squaresVMD and � diret ontributions, the fator �VMD� 4)and the phase of the !�� meson mixing �!�:fVMD1 = � 14��s�(�1+32x+�)(g(x1)+g(x2))++ 14(x1 � x2)(g(x1)� g(x2))�;fVMD2 = � 14��s2 (g(x1) + g(x2));fVMD3 = � 18��s2 (g(x1)� g(x2)); (26)
whereg(x) = eg���g��4F� m2�ei��ei�!�s�m2� + im��� �� s2�VMD�(1� x)s�m2� + im���((1� x)s) (27)with x1;2 = 2p+;�(p1 + p2)s ; x = 2� x1 � x2:4) Inluding �VMD� , we resale the oupling onstant. In ouropinion, this resales the onstant g��� that annot be diretlydetermined from any experimental deay width.

The quantities g��� and g�� are the respetive ouplingonstants determining the �! �� and �! � verties,F� =s3�(�! e+e�)�m� ;and e = p4��. A �t to the KLOE data for�! �0�0 [28℄ givesg��� = 0:811 GeV�1; g�� = 0:295 GeV�1;F� = 42:5; �VMD� = 0:58195;�� = 32:996Æ; �!� = 163Æ: (28)2.4. Other ontributionsWe inluded in our program the hannel � !! ���� ! �+�� 5), whose amplitude has been eval-uated in RPT model. To write this part of FSR, weused the results in Ref. [20℄ for the funtion f��i :5) In the energy region s � m2�, this diret transition� ! ���� an be regarded as the tail of the double resonaneontribution of the �0 meson deay: � ! �0 ! �� for s = m2�.548



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008 Final-state radiation and the possibility : : :�f��1 = 8H2V9f2� �(kQ+ l2)� 1C(l) + 1C(�l)�++ 2kl� 1C(l) � 1C(�l)��+ 64H2V9f2� ; (29)�f��2 = �8H2V9f2� � 1C(l) + 1C(�l)�; (30)�f��3 = 8H2V9f2� � 1C(l) � 1C(�l)�; (31)whereC(�l) = m2� � (k + p�)2 � im���((k + p�)2)with (k + p�)2 = Q2 + l2 + 2kQ� 4kl4 :The value of the onstant HV is determined by thewidth of the �! � deay�(�� ! ��) = 4�m3�H2V27f2� �1� m2�m2��3and an be related to the onstant g�� asHV = 3f�g��4p2 :This gives HV = 0:0144. In agreement with the al-ulation in [20℄, we found a negligible ontribution ofthis hannel; for simpliity, we disard its e�ets on thenumerial results presented in the next setion.3. NUMERICAL RESULTSIn this setion, we present the results for the di�er-ential ross setion and the forward�bakward asym-metry [12, 29℄ for the reation e+e� ! �+��, wherethe FSR amplitude (MFSR) reeives ontributions fromboth RPT (MRPT ) and the � ! �+�� deay (M�).The last one is a sum of the � diret deay (Msal� ) andVMD (MVMD� ) ontributions. Thus, the total ontri-bution d�T of proess (2) an be written asd�T = d�I + d�F + d�IF � jMISR +MFSRj2; (32)d�I � jMISRj2;d�F � jMRPT j2 + jM�j2 + 2RefMRPTM��g;d�IF � 2RefMISR(MRPT +M�)�g;where d�I orresponds to the ISR ross setion andd�F to the FSR one. The interferene term d�IF is

equal to zero for symmetri uts on the polar angle ofthe pions [7℄.The di�erent ontributions to the FSR di�erentialross setion d�F , evaluated at s = m2�, are shownin Fig. 1b for the full angular range 0 � � � 180Æ,0 � �� � 180Æ. Good agreement between the results ofthe Monte Carlo simulation (points) and the analytipredition (solid line) is found. It an be noted thatat low Q2, the ontribution from the diret � deay(i. e., the term proportional to jMsal� j2 in Eq. (32))is quite large, and therefore the additional ontribu-tion beyond sQED an be revealed only in the aseof destrutive interferene between the two amplitudes(Re(MRPTM��) < 0). Published data from the KLOEexperiment [30℄ are in favor of this assumption, whihwe use in what follows.We �rst onsider the ase s = m2�. In Fig. 2, weshow the values of the di�erential ross setion d�T =d�Iand the forward�bakward asymmetry for the angularuts of the KLOE large-angle analysis [16, 30℄:50Æ � � � 130Æ;50Æ � �� � 130Æ (33)for the bremsstrahlung FS proess in the framework ofthe sQED�VMD model and with the � deay ontribu-tions (VMD and the � diret deay), for a hard photonradiation with energies E > 20 MeV.Figure 3 shows the e�ets of RPT and � diret de-ay terms on the total di�erential ross setion andtheir ontribution to the FSR ross setion for angu-lar uts (33). Several distintive features an be noted:1) the peak at about 1 GeV2 orresponds to the f0intermediate state for the diret � ! �� amplitude;2) the presene of RPT terms in the FSR is relevantat low Q2, where they make an additional ontribu-tion up to 40% to the ratio d�RPT+�=d�sQED+� (asshown in Fig. 3a,b); 3) the destrutive interferene be-tween the � deay and the bremsstrahlung FS proessredues the visible ross setion in the whole Q2 rangeand its dependene on FS bremsstrahlung model at lowQ2 (see Fig. 2b). We also draw attention to the VMDontribution. As we an see from Fig. 2, the VMDontribution leaves the value of the di�erential rosssetion almost unhanged (Fig. 2a,b), but it essentiallyhanges the value of the forward�bakward asymme-try (Fig. 2) and follows the experimental data for it.Last but not least, all ontributions beyond sQED arelarge enough near the threshold to make the analysisdi�ult.To redue the bakground from the � deay in themeasurement of the pion formfator at the thresh-old, KLOE has taken more than 200 pb�1 of data549
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Fig. 2. The ratio d�T =d�I of the total ross setion to the ISR one (a,b) and the forward�bakward asymmetry (b,) asa funtion of the invariant mass of the two pions, when the � ontribution is taken into aount and the bremsstrahlungproess is in the framework of the sQED�VMD model. The angular region is 50Æ � � � 130Æ, 50Æ � �� � 130Æ ands = m2�
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Fig. 4. The same ratio as in Fig. 3 at s = 1 GeV2at 1 GeV [31℄. In this ase, the �-meson intermedi-ate ontributions are suppressed (in Fig. 4, the val-ues of d�T with and without the � deay almost o-inide) and the main ontribution to FSR omes fromthe bremsstrahlung proess (see Se. 2.1), allowing amodel for it to be studied.4. MODEL-INDEPENDENT TEST OF FSRMODELSContributions to the bremsstrahlung FS proess be-yond sQED, as in the ase of RPT, an lead to size-able e�ets on the ross setion and asymmetry at thethreshold, as shown in Figs. 2�4. Preise measurementof the pion formfator in this region is needed to ontrolthem at the required level of auray. This looks likea rather di�ult task, onsidering that e�ets beyondsQED, as well as the ontribution from � ! �+��,are model-dependent.One an think of onstruting a general amplitudefor e+e� ! �+�� in aordane with some underly-ing theory and then try to determine the free parame-ters by a onstrained �t on spei� variables (like themass spetrum, harge and forward�bakward asym-metry, angular distribution, et.). In partiular, theharge asymmetry has been proved to be a power-ful tool to disriminate between di�erent models of� ! �+�� [29℄. However, when the number of the

parameters is large, orrelations between the parame-ters of the model an arise and spoil the e�etive powerof these �ts. The situation beomes even worse if thepion formfator also has to be extrated from the samedata. As an example, if we onsider only the � and !ontribution to the pion formfator and the � and a1ontribution to FSR in the ase of the RPT model, thenumber of free parameters is already six. The preseneof the � diret and VMD deays results in additionalfree parameters.The possibility to determine some of the parame-ters by external data an strongly help, as in the aseof the �! �+�� amplitude, whih an be determinedby the �0�0 hannel opiously produed at DA�NE.An additional soure of information to be used for de-termining the ontributions to FSR beyond sQED ina model-dependent way is the dependene of the FSRamplitude on the e+e� invariant mass squared s.We write the di�erential ross setion for the emis-sion of one photon in the proess e+e� ! �+�� as afuntion of the invariant mass of the two pions:�d�TdQ2�s = jF�(Q2)j2Hs(Q2) + �d�FdQ2�s; (34)where �d�FdQ2�s is the di�erential ross setion for theemission of a photon in the �nal state and the ISR fun-tion Hs(Q2) was de�ned in the Introdution. We use asubsript s to indiate the dependene of eah quantity551



G. Panheri, O. Shekhovtsova, G. Venanzoni ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008on the e+e� invariant mass s. Beause we onsider onlysymmetri angular uts for pions, the interferene termbetween initial- and �nal-state radiation is negleted.At relatively high Q2, the FSR di�erential ross se-tion �d�FdQ2�s is dominated by the ontribution omingfrom sQED (MsQED) and � diret deay (M�):�d�sQED+�dQ2 �s � jMsQED +M�j2: (35)Contributions beyond sQED (�M) are expeted to beimportant at low Q2. They introdue an additionalterm (�M) in the above expression:�d�FdQ2�s � jMsQED +�M +M�j2 = (36)= jMsQED +M�j2 + j�M j2 ++ 2Ren�M(MsQED +M�)�o: (37)We now onsider the quantityYs(Q2) = �d�TdQ2�s � �d�sQED+�dQ2 �sHs(Q2) == jF�(Q2)j2 +�Fs(Q2); (38)where�Fs � �j�M j2+2Ren�M(MsQED+M�)�o�s 1Hs :If no ontribution beyond sQED is present(�M = 0), Ys(Q2) oinides with the square of thepion formfator, independently of the energy ps atwhih it is evaluated, while any dependene on sis only due to an additional ontribution to FSRbeyond sQED. In partiular, the di�erene of Ys(Q2)omputed at two beam energies s1 and s2 an onlyome from FSR beyond sQED:�Y (Q2) = Ys1(Q2)� Ys2(Q2) == �Fs1(Q2)��Fs2 (Q2): (39)Therefore, before extrating the pion formfator at thethreshold, we suggest to look at the di�erene �Y (Q2),whih an be used to estimate the ontribution beyondsQED to the FSR amplitude in a model-independentway.As a realisti appliation of this proedure, we on-sider the ase of DA�NE, where KLOE has alreadyolleted more than 200 pb�1 at 1 GeV2 and 2.5 fb�1at m2�, whih, in the range Q2 < 0:35 GeV2, respe-tively orrespond to O(103) and O(104) events, in the

region 50Æ � � � 130Æ, 50Æ � �� � 130Æ. We onsiderRPT as a model for the e�ets beyond sQED.Figure 5a, shows the quantity Ys(Q2) at s1 == 1 GeV2 and at s2 = m2� when no additional RPTterm is inluded in FSR. As expeted, eah of thesequantities oinides with the square of the pion form-fator jF�(Q2)j2, shown by a solid line. The di�erene�Y (Q2) is shown in Fig. 5b, whih is onsistent withzero as expeted. In the region s < 0:35 GeV2, we anexpand the pion formfator as in [4℄:F�(q2) � 1 + p1q2 + p2q4: (40)Using the same experimental data for the pion form-fator [1℄ as before, we have p1 = 1:15 � 0:06 GeV�2,p2 = 9:06 � 0:25 GeV�4, and �2=� � 0:13. A om-bined �t of Ys(Q2) to the pion formfator gives thevalues p1 = 1:4 � 0:2 GeV�2, p2 = 8:8 � 0:7 GeV�4,and �2=� = 0:25, whih are in a reasonable agreementwith the results in (40).The situation is di�erent as soon as the brems-strahlung FS proess is modeled by RPT. In this ase,as shown in Fig. 6b, the di�erene �Y (Q2) 6= 0 andthe quantities Ys(Q2) an no longer be identi�ed withjF�(Q2)j2 (see Fig. 6a) 6).Before onluding, we list the main points of ourmethod.1. The quantity �d�sQED+�dQ2 �s is an input parame-ter of our proedure and an be omputed numeriallyby Monte Carlo simulations.2. The amplitude for �! �+�� is taken from the�0�0 hannel.3. The missing ISR multi-photon radiative orre-tion an be added to Hs and does not spoil the e�etivepower of the method.4. A lear advantage of the proedure based on aMonte Carlo event generator is that it allows keepingontrol over the e�ieny and resolution of the detetorand �ne tuning of the parameters.Even if the main limitation of the method ouldome from the unertainty on the parameters of the� ! �+�� amplitude, espeially at low Q2, we be-lieve that the KLOE data on � ! �0�0 will allow apreise desription of this amplitude. In any ase, inagreement with [29℄, we strongly reommend to hekthe amplitude by using harge asymmetry and to om-pare it with the spetrum of �+��, at least at high6) Destrutive interferene between the RPT and �! �+��amplitudes tends to anel the e�ets beyond sQED at s = m2�(see Fig. 3a,b). Therefore, the quantity Ys(Q2) almost oinideswith the pion formfator.552
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